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Good Morning. On behalf of the Pennsylvania DistrictAttorneys Association,

thank you for the opportunity to testify about whether to merge most of the

functions of the Board of Probation and Parole into the Department of
Corrections.

The two of us testified before the fullJudiciary Committee on this same topic in

December 2015, and the position of the District Attorneys Association has not

changed. At present, we remain opposed to the merger legislation.

We do not dispute the motives or intent of the bill's supporters; the goals of the

legislation are laudable. ln fact, were we to believe that these goals would be

achieved, we might very well support the bill. We have not, however, been

presented with sufficiently specific arguments in support of the merger.

At the outset, we are pleased that the legislation seeks to preserve the

independence of the initial decision-making process of the PBPP. The Board

needs to make individualized determinations without the interference - real or

perceived - of the Department of Corrections or any other part of the Executive

Branch.

We believe the legislation does fall somewhat short in this regard as it does not

expressly require the line-item for the Board to be separate from the DOC. We

also believe the Board should have its own legal advisors. We believe the Board

Secretary, which is an important high-level position within PBPP, should be

appointed by the Chair of the Board. And we believe the legislation should make

clear that the Secretary of the DOC shall not restrict resources, including staff

assistance or limit access to vital information, or present inmate information in a

manner that may inappropriately influence the Board in its decision making.

Such changes would be important, but not dispositive. A salient question we

need to discuss is whether the DOC should assume the supervisory and

sanctioning responsibility for state-sentenced inmates who have been paroled.

To analyze this issue we need to consider several issues:



1) Should the DOC oversee the field supervision?

We are not necessarily opposed to this change, but we do have concerns

about the quality of supervision that the DOC would provide. This concern

is based the poor results from many of the existing community corrections

centers. They are characterized by unacceptably high recidivism rates,

rampant drug use, and too frequent escapes. These problems relate to the

legislation if they reflect the quality of supervision that the DOC agents will

provide. The DOC has rightly acknowledged these shortcomings, but it d¡d

take too long in our opinion for the problems to be acknowledged. There

should be a discussion about how situations where the outcomes are poor

can be addressed much quicker.

2) Should the Doc have any role in the revocation decision?

The answer is unequivocally no. Under this bill, the DOC will have

significant decision-making power when it comes to whether certain

technical parole violators (TPVs) should be sanctioned. While the

legislation provides that the hearing examiners that make the sanctioning

decision remain employees of the Board, the initial determination as to

whether the examiners should ever consider sanctions in the first place will

be made by the DOC employees. Put another way, unless DOC employees

conclude that a particular offender ought to be subject to sanctions, there

will be no sanctioning resulting in an offender having his or her parole

revoked.

3) Are there cost savings?

We have reviewed the fiscal note to the legislation. lt is simply unclear

where the purported cost savings will come from. We hope this hearing

will help shed light on whether there will actually be any real cost savings.

The amount of money alleged to be saved seems to be a moving target and

seems to have increased since the original merger legislation was first

introduced.
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4) What is the benefit of merging?

We have heard that merging the two entities will create better results. We

have been told that the merger will result in more coordination,

collaboration and continuity. These are important points, but we need to
know more. What are the specific problems in our current unmerged

system, and how will these specific problems be resolved with the merger?

Again, we hope these points will be explained during the hearing.

This is not a reflection of our views on Secretary Wetzel. We know the Secretary

cares about good outcomes, reducing recidivism, looking at data, and

implementing best practices. To be sure, we do disagree w¡th h¡m from time-to-
time, and no doubt he disagrees with us from time-to-time. But we have

tremendous confidence in Secretary Wetzel's abilities to manage a good and

effective correctional system. And at the same time while we believe strongly in

maintaining the independence of the Board throughout the supervision process,

we have not always historically had the same level of confidence in the Board

leadership that we did in the DOC leadership. Our concerns are not about liking

one agency or the other better. Our concerns reflect a broader, more long-term

institutiona I perspective.

One critical point that often gets lost during the discussion is that Pennsylvania's

Corrections and Parole systems are effectively quasi-merged already. As we

explain below, the Board has had some of its decision-making discretion limited
and some of its core job functions moved to DOC.

W¡th regard to the Board's decision-making discretion being limited, you may

recall that in Act I22 o12Ot2, which was part of the first Justice Reinvestment

lnitiative, Pennsylvania limited both the circumstances and the length of time in
which technical parole violators could be sent back to state prison. As a result,

the Board does not have sígnificant authority over managing technical parole

violations. TPVs can only be recommitted to a state prison or county jail if they
meet one of five criteria:

1) The violation was sexual in nature;
2) The violation involved assaultive behavior;
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3) The violation involved possession or control of a weapon;

 ) The parolee absconded, and the parolee cannot safely be diverted to a

community corrections center or community correctíons facility;

5) There exists an identifiable threat to public safety, and the parolee cannot

safely be diverted to a community corrections center or community

corrections facility.

These TPVs can be recommitted for up to 6 months for the first recommitmenU

up to 9 for the second; and up to one year for any others. At the end of the

applicable time period, the offender is re-paroled automatically without any

review by the PBPP, unless the offender engaged in certain forms of misconduct

during the recommitment.

Those TPVs that do not meet any of the five criteria can be subject to a wide

variety of sanctions. Some do not involve any further loss to their liberties. Some

will be sent to community corrections centers and facilities and others to parole

violator centers.

Moreover, we are told that several of the PBPP functions have already been

absorbed by DOC. For instance, PBPP no longer has independent research staff

lnstitutional parole agents have been reassigned, and we are told that some

administrative functions of the Board will be housed within the DOC.

ln short, the PBPP is not entirely separate from the DOC and some of its core

functions are significantly limited by statute. And, given the fact that some

functions of the Board, such as research, are now conducted by DOC, we wonder

whether the projected cost savings includes the fiscal savings from these changes.

One substantive note on the bill: as we mentioned above, current law does allow

technical parole violators to be recommitted back to prison if there exists an

identifiable threat to public safety and the parolee cannot be safety diverted to a

community corrections center. The legislation provides that this exception does

not apply, even if the parole violator poses a threat to public safety, unless:

the offender has threatened harm to a member of the public or a

Com monwealth employee;
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the offender has been recommitted as a technical parole violator
because of a conviction for a summary offense in a court;

the offender has been previously recommitted to a community
corrections center, community corrections facility or parole violator
center and served 61 days or more in disciplinary custody following

the previous recommitment; or

the department does not have an available bed in a community
corrections center or parole violator center or an entity with whom

the department contracts does not have an available bed in a

community corrections facility because of a restriction imposed by

the provisions of a Federal, State or local statute.

o

We believe this proposed change should be removed. lf a parole violator is a

threat to the public, that is all that should matter. We cannot limit who goes to
prison based on costs, and it appears that this language is designed to reduce the

size of the prison population despite the public safety risk of not returning

dangerous parole violators to state prison.

Public safety decisions cannot be made with an eye toward saving money. Your

analysis, in our opinion, should not be about how much money will the merger

save. The questions should focus on what will the effect of the merger be. lf the

answer to the question is that it will not improve outcomes and will reduce

independent decision-making, then we believe you should reject the legislation.

Based on our review of the legislation and the information provided to us, that is

our conclusion at this time.

We are not opposed to continuing to work on this legislation, particularly if we

receive more information about the expected results of the legislation.

Thank you for asking us to testify this morning.
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I do not come before this committee with a malice or condescending purpose. I chose to

testify in the _o*r-oip"ùrì" ,ur-,y in which I have prayed a parr in for thirty-five years,

over thirty ,*o y"*. åittt ttre parole lout¿' I have listened to and have debated this

proposal for over forry ye¿rs, several different administrations' Democrat and

Republican, and in the end tÍris proposal has continually been viewed as unacceptable or

noittt" right time with respect to public safety'

MyhackgroundincludesgraduatingfromHarrisburgCommunityCollegeinPolice
Science and penn ¡;; d"ersity in ÃJministration õf Justice, I worked for Dauphin

County Juvenile pt"ü"ti." nom igsz-March of 1985' In March of 1985 I began rny

career with the P*;Ë B;ard at SCl-Rockview as a Parole Agent I later became the

Parole Supervisor at scIR and was appointeq-to the Parole Board in october of 2013

My father began h;; ;; at narvie'i'State Hospit¿l as the Athletic Director' he then

became a parore Agent and rose to tlr"'pã*iiion of^Superintendent of Farole. He worked

for the parole gourîø,' over thirty-"¡Àttt v*ts and debated this issue a number of times'

i""l"iing debating Gov' Shapp in the 1970s'

Testimony by: Edward Burke, Board Member
Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole

openmindedperson,opentodelatl,butlhavenotheardonegoodreasonforthe
If I did, I woulJ'rJ.l"o*" further information' but have not received any

For years I have paid attention to the system. At an early age, I can recall sitting in the

back yard of Board Chairrnan's houseí listening to interàsting discussions of a business

with public safety at the forefront. I ;;t utîuyt impressed with the discussion of

orofessional execut¡l" 
-ãecislon 

making, J;,.utt^oá by people with years and years of

äiïJäi,,"?:rä;p;t b" . i*irli"J*", rgr**ilaied 
-by 

executives with vears of

experience, êssessmenis and e'idence úutã¿ practices were adopted and decision making

and superuslon piu"ii"., were thoughtf.,fiy- formulated' The Agency was always

proactive, always råãi.ite " :{"iîg. iãt and practices' We are and always will be the

ã*p*, oi¡erO superuisiãn with pubiic safety at the forefront'

Iaman
merger.
convincing informatíon

outstanding Parole agents, reentry agents and supervisors inside institutions who gather

information for decision makers These agency emploYees are very vested and report

additional important information not often included in DOC rePorts We have an

outstanding reentry program including ASCRA agents who provide continuity of care

through group therapy when released. To include cognitive theraPY, violence preventlon

booster, familY reunification, job develoPment and other important contlnutty of service

care. We have outstanding reentry courts with suppoÉ on a National basis' We are



cufTently reducing CCC bed dates and have better results sending our offenders home to a

home plan.
Reduns.aqcv g[-\4/orh -:â.8flin.,I-år+, not,sure what is.¡neilrt-þ-v this- Having

-o,k*dffi-oineyea's,andnowasadecisionmaker,Ihaveseen
the necessity of having our vested agency institutional staff in reporting accurate and

researched information*for the decision makers. I do believe everyone in this business

has public safety front and cerÚer; however, DOC is primarily responsible for care,

"uu,å¿V 
and control. The parole agency staff is responsible for continuity of service from

release until maxi*rr* ,"nt"nce is complete. The parole agency is the regnJrY ancÌ field

supervision experts. I do believe bóth agenciei do an outstanding job with their

designated resPonsibiliti es.

Iteduction ín R.ecidivism - Recidivism rates for offenders that are paroled to a

home @ion are trending down, whereas paroling to ccc are

t 
"nJing 

up, When looking ar parole violators, the majority of our recidivists waive their

rr*rineî. Wirh this said, they are admitting to their guilt, adrnittin-g. that we have

,fr*o"îrrfv worked with them through diversions and sanctioning grid which leads to the

parole uiolutots admitting a need for recommitrnent'

We have worked hard to determine public safety risk. PA Parole Board is on the cuttin8

edge of decision making nationatly and internationaliy. We use evidence based practices,

*ähin" driven forecaJts, and our expertise in cognitive behavior to determine public

*uøiv .lrL.. continuity óf service is âchieved through thorough training of institutional

and ireld agenrs in reentry, EPICS, sanctioning grids and basic field service practices'

We rernain at t¡e rorefronj of parole boards in the coÌrntry. National and international

parole boards continue to ask our opinion and rlac! out for advice' Professional

ãrganizations such as AFAI and the Department of Justice value our input. Vy'e are not

perfect but we are great at what we do.

In closing, I do not see any positives or advantages to this proposal' Consequences are

not etched in stone. I have not, nor will I ever be convinced that we should risk

consequences when we are talking about public safety'




